What were the successors to Muhammad Ali called? When and who replaced them?

How did Muhammad Ali’s successors in trying to modernize and reform Egypt?

What groups benefitted from some of the prosperity of Egypt? What groups did not benefit?

How did cotton production weaken the Egyptian economy?

What was the economy of Egypt subject to? (What markets?)

What gains were made in education? What was the problem with these gains?

What was most of the revenue used for that was collected by the Khedives?

Where did the Khedives waste money with their military?

What was the outcome of the debt that Egyptian leaders continued to increase to Europeans?

In addition to access to cheap cotton what was another motive of European investors in Egypt?

What two bodies of water did the Suez Canal connect?

When was the Suez Canal completed and how did it transform Egypt?

What was a key objective of many European countries concerning the Suez Canal?

What Empire controlled Egypt and the Khedives? What menace were they concerned with controlling?

Where did the intellectuals assemble in order to question European influence?

What was some of their solutions to end European influence?

Who were the two Muslim intellectuals who offered another solution to European interference?

What was their solution to European interference?

Who did these intellectuals struggle with when it came to lessening European interference in Egypt?

What was the problem with trying to reconcile these two different approaches to European interference?

What two European countries took an increased interest in Egypt and the Canal?

What did the European bankers urge when it came to Egypt’s debt?

Who led resistance to British and French influence in Egypt?

What did this military officer do in Egypt and what was the outcome?

What did Great Britain do in order to remain in control of Egypt? (making it a Protectorate)

What area controlled by Egypt became an area of resistance to British control of the region?

Where was British control concentrated in the region of Sudan or the Upper Nile?

What city at the confluence of the Blue and White Nile became the center of the Egyptian Administration?

What were reasons why the tribes of the Sudan region resisted Egyptian control?

What trade in the 1870s did the Egyptians attempt to end?

What areas were often attacked to contribute to this trade? (where did they get slaves from?)

What leader helped unite the tribes of the Sudan?

Why was he given the nickname the Mahdi?

What attempt by the Egyptian authorities helped enhance Muhammad Ahmed’s reputation in the region?

What were the goals of the Mahdi when it came to ending foreign control of the Sudan?

What sort of tactics did the forces of the Mahdi use and what area had they gained control of by the late 1800s?

What happened to the Mahdi at the height of his power and career?

Who succeeded the Mahdi as the leader of the Sudanic rebel forces?

Who was placed in power in Mexico? Who was his queen?

What did this new Austrian Prince attempt to do in order to maintain power?

What was Benito Juarez’s response to this foreign ruler?

What happened to this European regime when French troops were withdrawn to France?

Look at page 612 and describe what happened on a rainy morning in 1867?

How was Queen Carlotta related to Napoleon III of France? Why is that important?

Why did Napoleon III help topple the Juarez government according to the text?

Who painted the picture of the execution of Maximillian Hapsburg?

What message was Juarez sending to the European powers?

What happened to Juarez’s government when he returned to power?

What was the legacy of Juarez after his death in 1872?

What policy or ism was identified with Nationalism in Mexico?

By 1880 what had happened to Mexican politics and who became the next leader of Mexico?

This new Mexican leader and former general made himself what after becoming President?

Who began to invest in Mexico and what did these companies exploit?

What did the large land owners or caudillos do in Mexico?
54. How did Diaz establish the appearance of political stability in Mexico? What seeds were being sown?